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Introduction

If X is any subset of the set N of natural numbers, let a(X) denote the lattice
formed by the sets {Wn X: W is r.e.} under inclusion. Let 8’*(X) be the lattice
a(X) modulo the ideal of finite sets. Let d (8*) abbreviate z?(N) (8*(N)). Further
if A ct$(X), let ABED*
denote the equivalence class of A and A =* B
(AE*B)
denote A*=B*
(A*sB*).
If B,AE~
such that BcA
and A-B
is
infinite, then B is a major subset of A (B cm A) if WU A =* N implies
WU B =* N for all r.e. sets W. Our main result is
Theorem.

If

B c,,, A and i c m /i, then d*(A - B) KG8*(/i

- 6).

The proof of this theorem is by a modification and considerable extension of
the automorphism machinery of Soare [6]. The construction and proof occupy
Sections 4 and 5.
Section 1 of this paper provides background information on major subsets and
their importance for the general program of determining the structure of z?.
In addition, we introduce and prove a simple lemma, the Marker Lemma,
which is useful in many constructions involving d.r.e. sets (sets which are the
differences of r.e. sets). In Section 2 we give a new construction of major subsets
which also provides more information on the various types of major subsets that
can be constructed. (Although our theorem says that all major subsets B of A are
alike in so far as b*(A -B) is concerned, there are other properties which
distinguish various types of major subsets.) In Section 3 we introduce the finite
splitting property, a property which all major subsets have and which is crucial to
our proof of the main theorem. The paper concludes in Section 6 with some
corollaries, remarks, and open questions.
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1. Major subsets

Two interralated programs for studying the structure of d have been the
classification of the elementary theory of d and the characterizations of Aut(b),
the group of automorphisms of 8. In both programs, major subsets have played
important technical roles. Lachlan [3] used major subsets in his decision
procedure for the El-theory
of 6” to construct canonical embeddings of each
finite distributive lattice into 8” which enabled him to give necessary and
sufficient conditions for an El-sentence
about 8* to be true. Lachlan [2], and
Lerman, Shore, and Soare [4] have used major subsets to answer questions about
which lattices are a*(A) for r.e. sets A and about whether the lattice a*(A)
determines the automorphism type of A.
It is this program of characterizing lattices of the form g*(A) for which major
subsets are most useful. Lachlan [2] gave a complete characterization
of
those Boolean algebras B such that B =+$*(A) for some r.e. A. However little is
known about the remaining lattices. (Of course if there is a GE Aut(d) such that
@(A) = a(B), then d*(A)=g*(B)
so that a classification of such lattices is
important for the general program of characterizing Aut(g).) Lachlan used major
subsets to give an example of a lattice of the form Z’*(B) with no complemented
elements. For let A be a coatom in b” (i.e., A is a maximal r.e. set) and let
B c,,, A. Then 8’*(B) has no complemented
elements. The set B is called
r-maximal for no recursive set I? splits B nontrivially. A first corollary of our
theorem is that each r-maximal set B which arises in this way as a major subset of
a maximal set has the same Z?*(B). For let M* = &?*(A-B) which is unique by the
theorem. s*(B) is formed from JU* by adding one new element which is greater
than each element of _M*.Lachlan [2] also constructed r-maximal sets which are
not subsets of maximal sets. For such an r-maximal B, B cm A for every superset
A of B that is coinfinite. Thus although our theorem does not lead to a
classification of 8*(B) for such B, it does tell us that such a lattice has all its
proper initial segments isomorphic to A*. Again, Lachlan used major subsets to
give an example of lattice 8*(B), such that no interval of g*(B) is a Boolean
algebra. For let A be any nonrecursive set and & cm A. Let f be a l-l recursive
function mapping N onto A. Then letting B: = f-‘(g), our theorem gives us that
-e*(B)=.M*. But _M* has all its intervals isomorphic to Ju* for if Bc CG DG A
and B cm A, then Cc,,, D. But is is easy to show that A* is not a Boolean
algebra.
Because of the usefulness of major subsets in studying a*(B), study of the
lattices g*(A - B) where B c,,, A was initiated in Herrmann [l] and Stob [o].
Numerous uniformities were discovered. For instance both Herrmann and Stob
showed
Theorem 1.1. Suppose B cm A. Then there is an r.e. set C such that B C_CE A,
C- B is infinite, and for every r.e. W, if WZ A - C, then WZ C- B.
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Notice that Theorem 1.1 implies that Cfl(A -B) is not complemented in
d*(A -B) in a very strong way. Theorem 1.1 also gives an elementary difference
between A* and 8*.
Using theorems such as 1.1 Stob [1980] showed
Theorem

1.2. The El-theories

of the lattices g*(A

-B)

for B c,,, A are all the

same and this common theory is decidable.

From such uniformities, Lerman and Herrmann were led to conjecture that
g*(A - B) which is what we show in the paper.
Our proof of the main theorem is an adaptation of the automorphism machinery first developed by Soare [6] to show that any two maximal elements of b”
were automorphic. This machinery has been extended in various ways by Maass
[5], Soare [7] and Stob [S] to answer questions concerning the isomorphism types
8*(A) and concerning properties of r.e. sets which are invariant under Aut(g).
Each of the extensions was developed to build an isomorphism of b*(A - B) and
Z*(A - 8) where A, B, A and 6 are r.e. sets. Our proof, besides incorporating all
of the machinery of the original construction, requires two further major ingredients. The first is a new splitting property, the finite splitting property, which was
introduced in a slightly weaker form by Maas [5]. This property is discussed in
Section 2. The second ingredient is summarized in what we have called the
Marker Lemma (Lemma 1.3) and was essentially introduced by Lachlan [2] in the
so-called refinement theorem of his decision procedure. We informally describe
that technique here using a simple example from the proof of our theorem.
Given B c,,, A and 6 c,,, A we must construct an isomorphism CD from
d*(A -B)
to 8*(d -B). Suppose then that U is an r.e. set. We must then
enumerate an r.e. set fi so that U is the image of U under CD.In particular we
must meet the requirement
B c,,, A determines

Url (A - B) is infinite iff

U fl (A - fi) is infinite.

(1.1)

Of course the major obstacle in meeting (1.1) is that we cannot verify in an r.e.
way that an element of Un A is actually an element of Utl (A - B). That is
infinitely many elements x may appear to be in U n (A - B) by virtue of there
being a stage s such that x E U, tl (A, -B,) even though Url (A - B) = $4. If we
are not careful, this may cause us to enumerate infinitely many elements of A - B
into U thereby destroying (1.1). The technique of the Marker Lemma is essentially a method of assigning to each x a ‘guess’ at the cardinality of Uil (A-B).
Suppose we are trying to ‘guess’ for instance whether Un (A - B) # 8. Then we
define a movable marker A whose position at stage s, A(s), is given by
s
A(s+l)=
A(s)

if the least element of U, fl (A, -B,) #
least element of U,,, rl (A,,, -B,+,)
otherwise

W. Maass. M. Stob
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The important
properties of A are that A(s) is nondecreasing
00 iff U fl (A - B) # pI. Then the Marker Lemma is
Lemma

1.3 (Marker

Lemma).

Let A be a movable

in s and lim, A(s) <

marker such that the position

of

A at stage s, A(s),
setA.

is nondecreasing
in s. Let {As}sEN be an enumeration of an r.e.
Suppose that lim, A(s) =
let t,. - = pl.t(x E A,). Let T: = {x : x <A(Q).

If xEA,

x. Then
(i) B U A not r.e. + Tfl (A -B) is infinite,
(ii) B c,,, A + Tn(A-B)
=*(A-B).

and

Proof. Let W={x:3s(x$A,
and x<A(s))}.
Then
Now, in (i) since B U A is not r.e., BUWf*BUA
infinite.
W*zB

WzA

since

lim,A(s)==.

so that Wfl(A-B)
But any x E Wfl(A-B)
is also in Tn(A
-B). For (ii), since Wz
so that Wn(A-B)
=*A-B
and again Wn(A-B)&
Tn(A-B).

is
A,

(All markers A used in our proofs will satisfy A(s) is nondecreasing
in s so the
Marker Lemma will always be available.)
Now suppose x enters A at stage t,. Then we assign to x a guess as to whether
U fl (A - B) = $3in the following way: if x > A(t,), x ‘guesses’ Un (A - B) f P, and
if x <A(&),
x ‘guesses’ U rl (A - B) = 8. The Marker Lemma
implies that if
S cm A, almost every x E A -B guesses correctly. (In fact, even if only S U A is
not r.e., infinitely many elements of A-d
guess correctly.)
Now to meet the requirement
(1.1) we need only have markers
Ak which
correspond
to guesses that 1Ufl (A - B)( < k. We define A,(s) so that lim, A,(s) <
CCiff (U n (A - B)I 2 k. We can arrange that A,(s) is increasing in k for each s and
so we can let x guess that ]Un(A-B)[=
k if A,(t,)<x<A,+,(t,).
The Marker
Lemma

implies

IUn(A-B)I=

that
k

(Un(A-B)I=x

3

almost

every

j

only finitely

XC&~
many

guesses

elements

IUn(A-B)I=

of A -B

guess

k,
(1.2)

IUn(A-B)I=k.
(1.2) is enough

to enumerate

fi to satisfy (1.1). For instance,

enumerate

x E fi if

x E A, - &, and if x guesses I Un (A - B)] = k, then no other y E rj, n (A, - 8,)
thinks 1U n (A - B)( = k.
What
the Marker
Lemma
really accomplishes
is the following.
Suppose
B c,,, A. For every II2 sentence P, we can assign to each x in A a guess as to the
truth of P such that almost every x in A -B guesses correctly. Further, this guess
can be made early; i.e., at the stage x enters A.

2. Recursive

sets and major subsets

Although
our main theorem
shows that major subsets B or A cannot be
distinguished
in 6’” by d*(A - B), there are a major number of lattice-definable
properties
which distinguish
various major subsets of a given r.e. set A. In this
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section,

we give a construction

A. We are concerned
fi whenever

of a large class of different

here with the question

B cm A. In this context,

major

of how recursive

an alternate

characterization

subsets

of a fixed

sets ‘interact’

with

of cm is useful.

Lemma 2.1. B c,,, A if and only if for all recursive sets R, R C* A + R E” B.
r.e.) let z!&(X) = {R fl X: R is recursive}.

For any set X (not necessarily
a,(X)

is a Boolean

algebra;

let a:(X)

be a,(X)

we wish to compare g:(A)
with 8$(A - B).
Fix for the remainder
of this section a uniform

modulo

Then

finite sets. If B c,,, A,

enumeration

of the recursive

sets, {Ri}itN. For instance
K = lx: (gS)[x E W,,s “‘Y

>X(Y$

W,s)I).

Then, under this indexing
of the recursive
sets, if X is d.r.e., 8$(X)
&Boolean
algebra. That is, the relation
{(i, j): Ri n X c* R, fl X} is &.
following lemma follows directly from Lemma 2.1.

is a
The

Lemma 2.2. Suppose that B cm A. Then the map Ri n A + Ri n (A -B)
a homomorphism from z?;(A)

to bsA

induces
- B). Further, since {i: Ri fl (A - B) =* 8)

is &, the kernel of this homomorphism
is a &-ideal
9 of &((A).
a*,(X) if {i: Ri nXE$}
is 2, and $ is an ideal.)

(9 is a &-ideal

of

Our result is essentially
that every &-ideal
of z?:(A) gives rise to such a
homomorphism.
This is not quite true; if R c A, then R n (A - B) = g so that R
must be in the ideal in question.
But this is the only restriction.

Theorem 2.3. Let A be an r.e. set. Let 9 be an ideal of 82(A)

such

that

S={i:R,nAE9}.

1sa Z3 set and such that if R E * A, then R fl A E 9). Then there
is an r.e. set BE A such that R fl (A -B) =* g if and only if R n A E 9.

Proof. We will suppose for convenience
that S is actually a II, set-it
is easy to
modify the following proof for & sets by using an appropriate
representation
for
_& sets. Therefore
we may suppose that theie is a recursive function f so that
i ES @
For each

WfCiI is infinite.

i$ S we need

to meet

IRin(A-B)I>j,

N/,i,i):

(2.1)
the requirements
jeN.

Since we cannot recognize that i$ S in a recursive
each i, j E N the requirement
NC,,j,. For this purpose
position at stage s + 1 is defined by

Aci,j,(s

+

1) = max

way, we attempt
we have markers

if x is the jth element
if 1Ri.sn (A, - B,)I <j.

to meet for
A,+ whose

of Ri,, fl (A, - B,),
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We suppose that we are given a simultaneous enumeration of all the r.e. sets
mentioned above such that at most one element is enumerated in A at any
stage s.
Construction

Stage s + 1. Step 1. Suppose x is enumerated
pair (i, j) such that
x <A&s),

and

in A at stage s + 1. Find the least

x E Ri,,.

If such a pair exists ‘assign’ x to N~i,i,. If not enumerate x in B.
Step 2. For each y E A, - B, such that (3 k)[ Wf(k),s+l - WfckJ # $4,y is assigned
to N~i,,), k <(i, j), and y E Rk,s] enumerate y in B.
Lemma 2.4. Lim, ACi,j,(s)< ~0 if Nci,j, is satisfied.
Lemma 2.5. For each pair (i, j), only finitely many elements of A - B are assigned
to Nci,j,.

Lemma 2.6. IfiES,

then Rin(A-B)

=*F),

Lemma 2.7. If iQ S, then each requirement N(i,il is satisfied.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that for some fixed i, lim, ACi,Js) = ~0. Define an
r.e. set W by
W={x: xER,(Vk<(i,

j))[kES+x#Rk],

(3S)[x E Ri,, n bi,

and

and

x < A,i,j,(s)]}.

W is actually recursive. Futher note that if R = U {R,: k <
(Th’1s of course uses the fact that 9 is an ideal.) Now
WrlA = (Ri-R)nA
and since Ri flA is not in 9, WnA is not in 9. Thus
W $* A, and so Wfl A is infinite. But it is easy to see that any x E Wfl A is
assigned to a requirement N! for some 1~(i, j) and so never enters B. Thus
lWf-l(A-B)(=
0~ so that (Ri n (A - B)J = 00. This contradicts the hypothesis that
NCi,j,is not satisfied.
Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7 together guarantee that R rl (A-B)
=* P, iff R fl ;i E 9.
If A is recursive, then any ideal 4 satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 2.3
must be improper and so the resulting B is equal to A. If A is nonrecursive and 9
is proper however, B cm A. The existence of such proper ideals 9 and hence the
existence of major subsets is guaranteed by the next corollary.

Notice

that

(i, j), k E S}, R fl ;i ~9.

Corollary 2.8 (Lachlan [2, Theorem 71). If A is nonrecursive, there is a set B such
that B cm A.

The inreruals

Proof.

ofthe latticeofrecursivelyenumerablesetsdeterminedby majorsubsets
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The sets S,,: ={i: Ri fl A =* fl} and Si: ={i: Ri E* A} are &. Then
S = {i: (3j, k)[j E S,, k E S,, and Ri s Ri U Rk]}

is & and so 3 = {Ri fl A 1i E S} is a &-ideal
so that
Rin(A-B)=*!i4

iff

of g*(A).

Thus there is a set B c A

iES.

Since A is nonrecursive, N$$ so that Ntl (A -B) = A-B
B c,,, A since Ri E” A 3 Ri E” B.

is infinite. Thus

Lachlan’s original proof of Corollary 2.8 was very different, his was an e-state
construction. Lachlan constructed A -B so that the eth-member of A -B sought
to maximize its e-state with respect to the array {Ue}etN where
u, =

K

if W,ZA,

finite

if W,$ A.

1

Our original proof to Theorem 2.3 was based on this e-state construction of
Lachlan’s.
Lerman, Shore, and Soare introduce r-maximal major subsets in [4] to
distinguish among sets such that b:(A) ~93 where 9 is the countable atomless
Boolean algebra.
B cr A if B c A, A-B
is infinite and A-B
is r-cohesive,
every recursive R, R f~ (A -B) =* A -B or R fl (A -B) =* 8.

Definition.

i.e., for

They characterized the sets having r-maximal major subsets as those which
have A,-preference functions. This is easily seen to be equivalent to
Corollary 2.9 (Lerman, Shore, Soare [4, Theorem 1.21). A has an r-maximal
major subset B ifi there is a &ideal
9 of b;(A)
which is maximal and which
contains each recursive R such that R E” A.

If B c rmA, then B is
which characterizes B as
from these are the major
ideal consistent with the
for the EI-theory of 8*,
Definition.

‘close’ to A. This is in accordance with Corollary 2.9
arising from a maximal ideal of d;(A). Far removed
subsets B cm A, such that B arises from the smallest
hypothesis of Theorem 2.3. In his decision procedure
Lachlan introduced major subsets which are ‘small’.

B is a small subset of A, B cS A, if for every pair U, V of r.e. sets,

U?Vn(A-B)
Corollary 2.10.

+

UU(V-A)

Let 9 be the smallest &ideal

is r.e.
of s*(A)

containing {R: R E” A}.
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of 9). Then if B c_,, A we have

2.8 for the construction
=*p).

Proof. Suppose that R n (A -B) =* g. Let U: = R n (A - B) and V: = R in the
definition
of B cs A. Then we have that V-A
= R-A
is r.e. Thus there is a
recursive

set S such that S fl A = R n ;i and SE A. But then R fl A E 9 which is

what we desired

to prove.

The condition
of Corollary 2.10 is not an iff however. There are B cm A such
that B and A satisfy the condition
of Corollary
2.10 but which do not satisfy
B csA.

3. The finite splitting property
In this section we show that if B c,,, A, A-B
has the finite splitting property.
(See Definition
3.1 below.) Not only is this property essential to our proof, we
think it is of interest in its own right. Let {We}etN be a standard enumeration
of
the r.e. sets.
Definition 3.1. Let XC N. Then X has the jinite splitting property if there are total
recursive functions f0 and f1 so that for every e EN
(i)
(ii)

Wro6

W,, Wfl(e,c

W,,

Wf,,ce, n Wf,ce, = 9,

(iii)

Wfocej
U Wflce) 2 X n We,

(iv)

Wf,(,)nX is finite,

(v)

W,

nx

infinite

+

wflcej
n x# g.

If X = B, then we say B has the outer splitting
The outer
Theorem

splitting

property

was introduced

3.2. If B cm A, then A -B

property.
by Maass

[5].

has the finite splitting

property.

Proof. We suppose that we are given a simultaneous
enumeration
of the sets
A, and B. Given e E N we show how to enumerate
Wf,,ce, and Wflce,. Let
{W&N,
A, be a movable marker whose position at stage s, A,(s), is defined by
A,(O) = 0,

if x = PY(Y E (W,,,,,,,-&I),
if

Wf,cel.s

- R

= @

197
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Obviously

A,(s)

is

nondecreasing

in

s

and

lim, A,(s) <co

if

and

only

if

3x(x E Wf,ce,- B). At stage s + 1, if x E (W,,, tl A,) - ( Wfo(e),sU Wrlce,,J, we enumx in Wrote) if x 2 A,(s).
x in Wf,ce, if x < A,(s) and enumerate

erate

It is now clear that (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) of Definition
3.1 are satisfied by f0 and
f,. To see that (v) is satisfied, suppose for a contradiction
that W, f~ (A -B) is
infinite but Wflce, tl (A -B) = @. Then lim, A,(s) = CCso that if t, = ps(x E A,), then
{x: A(t,.)>x}
*?A-B
by the Marker Lemma. But any xE{x: x<A(t,)}
which is
in W,, will obviously
be enumerated
in Wf,ce, so that Wf,(,)tl (A -B) =* W, tl
(A - B). This is a contradiction
since it shows that W, fl (A - B) is finite.
Corollary 3.3. Suppose A is an r.e. set and g is a l-1 recursive function mapping N
onto A. Suppose B cm A. Then g-‘(B) has the outer splitting property.
Corollary 3.3 gives an excmple of a set g = g-‘(B) which has the outer splitting
property but such that d*(B) # 8’*. This gives an alternate proof to Lemma 2.4 of
Maass [5]. There Maass shows that there is a set B with the outer splitting
Since Maass has also showed that B is
property such that fi is not semilow,,,.
semilow, .5 iff g(B) is effectively isomorphic
to d”, the set g constructed
above
cannot be semilow, .s. In fact, Maass has shown that for no major subset B, can B
be semilow,.,.

4. The construction
We give now
I?) for B cm A
occupies Section
helpful to refer
attempts

the construction
of the isomorphism
from g*(A -B) to ~?*(a and g cm A. The verification
that this construction
succeeds
5. The construction
is self-contained
but the reader might find it
to other versions of the automorphism
construction
for various

at motivating

the strategies

involved.

These

are Maass [5], Soare

[6, 71,

and Stob [8]. We have, for instance, kept the standard numbering
of rules and the
usual names for auxiliary lists.
Fix then r.e. sets B cm A and g cm A. Fix also a recursive function
g which
simultaneously
enumerates
the sets { We}etN, { We}eeN where each of { We}eGN and
is
a
simultaneously
r.e. sequence consisting of all the r.e. sets. We will
@%&I
assume that g enumerates
every element of each of these sets infinitely often, that
W, = A, WI = B, tiO = A, and W, = I% If x E A (x E A), let t, (tx) be the first stage
such that g enumerates
x in A = W,, (A = PO).
By Theorem
3.2, A-B
and A -fi
have the finite splitting
property.
Fix
recursive functions fO, f1 tic,, fr) satisfying Definition
3.1 with respect to { We}etN.
We call WflCej the critical part of W,. During
the construction
we will be
enumerating
certain r.e. subsets of A (A). By the recursion theorem, we may also
assume we have indices (in the sequence { WJecN ({ We}eEN)) for the critical parts of
each of these sets.
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For the construction

we have as in Soare

[6] two pinball

machines

M and &?f.

We fix two copies of the natural numbers,
N and fi The elements of N ($) are
used in machine
M (I$) and we write x, y, . . . (i, 9,. . .) as variables for these
elements.
M (Ii?) we construct
r.e. sets {Ue}eEN, {Ve},,,
U,,, for the set of elements which are enumerated
in

On the side of machine
A
({ Ue}eEN, {V,},,,).
We write

U, by the end of stage s of the construction,
For any x E N, any stage s, and any number

analogously
for the other sets.
e with 0 se <x, we define

v(s, e, x): = (e, {i < e 1x E Vi,,}, {i G e 1x E Qi,,}).
Similarly

for P E A we set
v(s, e, 2): = (e, {i < e 1x E 4,,}, {i S e 1x E Vi,,}).

We use the symbol v as a variable for triples (e, a, T) where e 2 0 is a natural
number and a, T are subsets of (0, . . . , e}. We call these triples states and we call
[VI: = e the length of state v=(e, a, r). For states v =(e, u, T) and ~‘=(e’, u’, 7’)
we define
v(

v’ (v is an initial

ese’,

cr=o’n{O

segment

,...,

of u’) :e

e} and r=r’n{O

,...,

e}.

We say that x (m) has state 1, at the end of stage s if v< v(s, x, x) (v< v(s, 2?,2)).
We say that x (2) has final state 2, if v = lim, ~(s, x, x) (v = lim, Y(S, 2,2)).
For states v = (e, (T, r), r~’= (e, a’, T’) we define
I, Z=v’ (v covers
lJ==,v’
~2,u’

v’) :@ u z cr’ and r E r’,

(v a-exactly
(it r-exactly

Observe that if v 5 u’ and
in state v’ in machine I$ we
by enumerating
x into some
Y am v’ this can be done by

covers
covers

v’) :e
v’) :e

(+ = o’ and r E r’,
(+ 2 a’ and

7 =

7'.

if at some stage x is in state v in machine M and P is
can lift x and R into the same state of length [VI= Iv’1
sets Vi and by enumerating
f into some sets 0;. If
just enumerating
x into some Vi and if v a7 v’ this

can be done by just enumerating
P into some sets fii. These situations
will
become
essential
because
it is our
goal
to have
for
every
eE N,
U, =* W, n (A - B) and V, =* fie fl (A - 8) (so that we have nearly no freedom
to enumerate
elements into sets U,, V, or to leave them out of these sets as we
like it) and to ensure simultaneously
that for every state u:
Infinitely
infinitely

many x E A -B
have final state
many 2 E A - 6 have final state Y.

v if and

only

if

(4.1)

We will show in Lemma 5.6 and Lemma 5.7 that this goal is achieved (Lemmas
5 .l-5.5 are only needed in order to prove Lemma 5.6.) It is clear that (4.1) is
enough to guarantee
the existence of the desired isomorphism
@ from d*(A -B)
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For we define

@((U, fl (A - B))“) = (fit n <A - 8))*
and
@((V, n (A - 8))*) = (Fe r-l (A -B))*.
Evidently Cpmaps &‘*(A -B) onto ~$*(a -8); (4.1) guarantees that @ preserves
c_*.
Pinball machine M (see Diagram 1) consists of hole H, tracks C and 0, pockets
P and Q and boxes B, in pocket P for every state v. We write B,, etc. for the
set of elements which are at the respective place at the end of stage s. Pinball
machine k is the same except that every notation and rule for &!fis written with a
hat iA’.
The rules are indexed in the same way as the analogous rules in Soare [6].
Construction (we use the rules R,, R,, R4, I?,, I?,, I?, in the construction

which

will be described subsequently)
Stage s = 0: Do nothing.
Stage s + 1: Adopt the first case which holds.

Case 1: Some element is on track C or D (C or fi,). Apply R, (I?,) if it is on
track C (C). Apply R, (I?,) if it is on track D (8).
Case 2: Some element is above hole H or I?. Take the least such element (if
this is not unique take the one above H) and put it on track C (C) if it was above
hole H (I?).
Case 3: Otherwise.
We consider then one more value of the fixed enumeration function g.
(a) If g enumerates a new number into W, (WO), we enumerate this number
into U, (V,,) and place it above hole H (fi) (we say that this number now enters
machine M (a).
(b) If g enumerates a new number into W, (cl), then we remove this number
from machine M (A?) and enumerate it into U, (Vi).
(c) If g enumerates a number x into W, where e >O such that x is not yet in
W,, (a number x into Wl, where e > 0 and x is not yet in WO), then go to stage
s+2.
(d) If g enumerates a number x> e into W, where e> 1 (a number P> e into
WI, where e > 1) which is not in U, (V,) and which sits at the moment in pocket Q
(6) or in some box B, (B,) with Iv] a e, then we remove this number from its
present position, place it in hole H (a and enumerate it into U, (V,).
After we have followed the instructions in the adopted case we apply rule R, to
all numbers in pocket Q in increasing order and we apply rule I?, to all numbers
in pocket 6 in increasing order. End of the construction.
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We now give the rules, defining also a number of markers, lists, and auxiliary
sets. We will concentrate on the rules I?,, R, and &, the rules &, 2, and R, are
completely analogous. R,, R, and & are designed to prove that there are
infinitely many x in pocket P in state v at the end of the construction iff there are
infinitely many i in pocket Q in state v at the end of the construction. Rules I&,
R,, and R, guarantee the same thing for pockets Q and 1;.
If x is on track C at the end of stage s we define Yp,(C) as the sequence of all
states v < V(S,x, x) (we say then that x causes v E sPs(C)). gPs(C) is empty if there
is no element on track C at the end of stage s. 9’(C) is defined as the
concatenation of all sequences Yp,(C), s E N.
Sequences Yp,(D), Y(D) are defined analogously. The sequence Sps(Q) consists
of all states I, such that u < V(S,x, x) for some x which is in pocket Q at the end of
stage s but which was not yet in Q at the end of stage s - 1.
We use X as a variable for tracks C, D and pocket Q.
For machine 6f we define P’(C), Y(6), Y(Q) analogously and we use X as a
variable for C, 6, Q.
We say that x (a) causes v E Y(X) (9’(X)) if there is some s EN such that x (a)
causes YE Y?(X) (Yp,(X)).
Define (in increasing order of <) a function q as follows. q(s, V) is the least
y E Q, such that V< V(S,y, y) and q(s, v’) # y for every V’-KV. q(s, v) is undefined
if such a y does not exist.
Observe that this definition implies that for every y E Q,, there is an unique
state v with y = q(s, v). We have vQ V(S,y, y) for this state V.
Define the function G(s, V) for pocket 6 in the same way.
Before giving the statements of each of the rules, we will first describe the
strategy for meeting (4.1) and relate these to the pockets of the machines and the
rules. The two strategies for insuring that infinitely many elements x of A - B are
in state v iff infinitely many elements x of A - B are in state v are the following:
Strategy 1. Make sure that there is some x > 1~1in machine M in state I, that
remains in A-B.
Strategy 2. Enumerate
u’> Y.

all elements

of A -6

which are in state v into states

There are of course duals to each of these strategies. Strategy 1 is accomplished
by Rule R, and results in placing elements in Box B, of pocket P.The key device
which guarantees that this strategy succeeds when necessary is the finite splitting
property. Thus Rule R, and the method of applying Strategy 1 are exactly the
same in this construction as in Maass [5]. Rule R, will guarantee that if infinitely
many elements of pocket d are in state Y (and so that lim, Lj(s, V) exists) the box
B, will get a stable element x, necessarily in state u.
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Define for states v and to N
S,, := {y: (3t’> t)[y causes v E Sq,(D)3).

Rule R,. Suppose x is on track D at the end of stage s. Let s’ < s be the last stage
before s such that some element was on track D at stage s’. (If no such s’ exists,
let s’:= 0.)
Step 1. For each v such that G(., V) has not had a constant value since stage s’,
put each element of B,, into pocket Q.
Step 2. For each v such that B,,, = fl or the smallest element of B, has changed
since stage s’, B, subscribes to all sets S,,,, with v Q u’ and IV’]< s.
Step 3. Check whether there are Y and Y’ such that vQ v’< V(S,x, x) and a
stage t < s such that B, had subscribed to the set S,,,, and x is in the critical part
of s,,,,. If such exist, choose v of minimal length and put x in B,. If not, put x in
pocket Q.

Rule fi, is analogous.
Strategy 2 places elements into pocket Q and is the responsibility of Rule R,.
Of course considerable care must be taken in executing strategy 2; that is in
choosing states v’> u to lift x’s in state v to. Strategy 2 played for the state v
merely shifts the burden of meeting (4.1) to the state v’. Thus for each element f
we will have a certain list d(a) of states V’ into which we allow f to be
enumerated for the sake of strategy 2. The crucial property of the list J+!(i) will be
the following which will be proved in Lemma 5.4. If infinitely many x E A -B
cause v E Y(D) but only finitely many x E A - B cause V’E 9’(D) for any Y’>T V,
then v E ,U(i) for almost every sl of A - fi. It is clear that such states v represent
desirable states from the point of view of strategy 2 since it is plausible that
strategy 1 can be used successfully for such states V. The list M(a) differs from its
counterpart in other automorphism constructions in that it replaces the recursive
approximations AC, to the .M list which were used in previous constructions with
uses of the marker lemma to associate with each P guesses as to which states
should be on the list. The precise definition of the & list follows.
In order to define the lists &(a) we need the following markers D”sk(s), 3”(s)
and 2”,k(~) for states v and e, k E N
D”,“(O): = k,

max{k, s + l}

if G,,,+l has less than k elements or
if the first k elements of G,,,+, are
not the first k elements of G,,,
,

D”*k(~)

otherwise

Dusk(s + 1) =
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t’s t}.

3”(O): = 0,
s+ 1

element of B,.,,) and (Vv”< v’)[(G(*, v”) has
had a constant value since stage IV]]],

3”(s + 1): =
1 3”(s)
The marker

if (a~‘< v)[(&,,,+~ = $4or the smallest
elements of B,f,,+l is not the smallest

otherwise.

2’,k(~) has to be defined

We set for every

simultaneously

with the lists &(a) for i E A,.

f E h:

P(q:={VI

3V’E.@)(V’~,V)}.

We say that Z causes
v$! 9(f).
2e,k(0): = k,

u E .Y*(??) - C9’(9’(%) - S) if 22causes

max{ k, s + l}
2’,k(s + 1): =
1 2’,k(S)

v E sP,(&) (Y(R))

and

if H,,,+r has less than k elements or
if the first k elements of H,,,+r are not
the first k element of H,,,,
otherwise

where
&:

For PEA,

= (9 1$$ & and there is some state v with
1VIs e and some stage t’s t such that
9 causes v E Sq.(rZ) - 9 for some rz>.
we define

A(,?): ={v 1lv[~i
and 3”(t,)<i
and for
k,: =max{k 1(3e<Ivl)[2”,k(t~)<~]}
we have D’.kfi (t:) < f for every V< u}.
Further

for 2 E A, we define
d(s, 2): = max({-l}U

We

now

explain

what

{e 2 0 1 v(s, e, i) E P(i)}).

the markers
in the above definition
are trying to
accomplish. Markers D”,k simply provide each f E A with a guess as to whether k
elements of A - B cause v E Y(D). Such V’S are added to list J!(i) unless they are
excluded for some reason. The exclusions are governed by the markers 3” and 2”,k
and are exactly analogous to the clause III and II exclusions of Soare [7] and Stob
[S]. The marker 3” causes exclusion from .44(a) of states u for which strategy 1 is
failing for V; i.e., box B, is not getting a stable element. The markers 2”~~ cause
exclusions of states Y of length >e if it appears that there are states of length de
for which strategy 2 is failing. This happens when there are elements P of A - fi
in states ~‘6 s(Z). If i is in such a state v’, there is no state v E A(Z) of the same
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length as Y’which i can be enumerated into. (This is the purpose of the definition
of P(1).) Thus, the definition of &c(a) amounts to the following. v c&(32) if f
guesses that v is not excluded from JX by clause 3 exclusion and x guesses that
more elements of A - I3 have caused YEY(D) than elements of A - 6 have
caused v to be excluded from Ju by clause 2 exclusion.
Rule I?, simply selects a state v E &(a) into which to enumerate i if II is to be
placed in pocket Q.
If i has entered pocket 6 after the end of stage s and if d(s, 4)z=O, we
take a state via
with vz,v(s, d(s, a), a) such that k,: =max{k 1Dqk(t9)<2}
is as large as possible. (If this doesn’t determine I, uniquely we take the
alphabetically first such v.) We then enumerate 4 into sets fii with is Iv\ (so that
P gets into state v).
Rule k,.

Rule R, enumerates certain elements x in machine M into sets Vi. The major
goal of Rule R, is to guarantee claim 1 of Lemma 5.5. Rule R, should be viewed
as a Rule which repairs the injuries caused to requirement (4.1) for v by virtue of
elements 9 of A - ti causing states YE y(R)- 9. This was also the purpose of
clause 2 exclusion described above. A secondary purpose of Rule R, is to insure
that if infinitely many elements of A-B
occur on track C in state v, infinitely
many elements of A-B occur on track D in state v. This is verified in Lemma
5.3 and used in Lemma 5.4. The markers Y”,’ below provide elements of A with
guesses as to which states v have been injured k times. Elements x which guess
that such injuries occur are enumerated in states Y’5,~ whenever possible. The
markers 2”‘~~ are used to restrain this enumeration by requiring of elements x so
enumerated that they guess that many elements of d - 6 are in fact in state v’.
In order to give Rule R, we have to define markers Y”,“(s), Z”,“(s) for states Y
and k EN.
Y”,“(O): = k,
max{k, s + l}
Y”,k(s + 1): =
i Y”,“(s)

if E,,,+l has less than k elements
or if the first k elements of E,,+,
not the first k elements of E,,,,

are

otherwise

where
E,,:={F

and ther= are stages t”S t’s t such that
v = v( t”, 1v(, 9) and 3 causes for some 8

(FC&

v(t’, (VI, 9) E 9&l)

- 9).

Z”*“(O): = k,

max{k, s + l}

if F,,,+l has less than k elements or the
first k elements of F”,,,, are not
the first k elements of F,,,,

Z”,“(s)

otherwise

Z”,k(s + 1): =
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where
F,,,: = (9 1f$ g, and 3 has caused fi~.YJc’> for some state
6~ v and some stage t’s t}.
Rule R3 depends on certain sets T,,. We first describe how to enumerate the
sets T,,. Notice that for any set T which we enumerate, if we have enumerated x
in T we can assume that we know whether x is in the critical part of T.
Fix a recursive function h which enumerates the set
{(v, k, i): v is a state, k E N, i E (0, 1)).
Suppose that x is on track C at stage s. By induction on n we say whether to
enumerate x in T,, at stage s. There are two cases:
h(n) = (v, k, 0): Enumerate x in T, if n < s, x is not yet in the critical part of TE
for any fi < n, and 3~’ = (e, J, 7’) 2 v = (e, 0; T), such that
(i) x causes v’EY,(C),
(ii) Y”~“(t,)<x, and
(iii) Z’+(t,) for every G< (e, a’, 7).
h(n) = (v, k, 1): Enumerate x in T,, if n < s, x is not yet in the critical part of T6
for any fi < n, and x causes v E Yp,(C).
Notice that for any x, x is in the critical part of only finitely many sets Tn.
Rule R,. Suppose x is on track C at the end of stage s. At stage s, according to

the above enumeration procedure, x will be enumerated in at most one set T,
such that x is in the critical part of T,,. If there is no such IZor if h(n) = (v, k, 1) for
some v and k, place x on track D. If h(n) = (v, k, 0), then enumerate x in sets ei
for i G 1VI so that the state of x becomes a7 v and then place x on track D. (This
enumeration is possible because of the conditions for x to be enumerated in T,.)

5. The verification

A trivial proof by induction on the enumeration given by the function g shows
the following. Every x E A enters hole H at some stage but no number remains
forever in hole H. At every stage there is at most one element on one of the
tracks C, D, 6, fi. This number is moved downwards at the next stage. Further
x E A can move upwards in machine M (i.e. from P or Q into hole H) only if x is
enumerated in some new Ui with i G x. No number x jumps directly from one box
in P to another (although x may be recycled to H and get into a different box
when it enters P the time). Therefore every number x E N moves only finitely
often in machine M and is either permanently removed from A4 (if x E B) or sits
from some stage on permanently in Q or in a box B, in P (if x E A -B). The
same holds for elements f E fi in machine &f. For permanent residents of Q we
have the following.
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Lemma 5.1. (i) For every permanent resident x of Q there is a unique state v such
that x = lim, q(s, v). This state v satisfies v < lim, v(s, x, x).
(ii) For every v, if lim, q(s, v) exists, then so does lim, q(s, v’) for each V’K v.
Proof. (i) Assume that there is a permanent resident x of Q such that for no
v, x = lim, q(s, v). Let x be minimal with this property. Let sObe a stage such that
for every y <x with y E Q, for some s 3 so there is a state vY with ‘ds 3 so
(y = q(s, v,)). Further we assume that v(s, x, x) is constant after stage sO.Let vObe
of minimal length so that x = q(s, vO) for some s > sO. Since by assumption we
have xf lim, q(s, v) there is some s1 > sO such that x = q(s,, vO)# q(s, + 1, vO) = y
for some y. Then y <x according to the definition of q and this contradicts the
choice of so.
(ii) Assume that x = q(s, v) for all s 3 sO. By (i) there is some s1 > sg such that
for every y <x with (3s asl)[y E Q,] there is some state vY with (Vs 2 s,)
y = q(s, v,)]. Consider some v’< v. For every s 2 sr, q(s, v’) is defined and less
than x by the definition of q. Therefore v’ = vY for some y < x.
For Lemma 5.1 as well as each of the remaining lemmas there is a dual whose
proof we omit. Everthing is symmetric.
Lemma 5.2. For every s, v, and k < k’, D”,k(~) c D”zk’(s). Likewise for the markers
2e,k, Y”,k, and Z”,k.

Proof. This is immediate from the definition. If D”,’ changes its position at stage
s + 1, (necessarily so that D”3k(s + 1) = s + l), then so does D”3k’.
Lemma 5.3. Assume that infinitely many elements of A-B
infinitely many elements of A -B

cause VESP(C). Then

cause v E Y(D).

Proof. Fix n such that h(n) = (v, k, 1). We first show under the hypothesis that
infinitely many elements of A-B
cause VEY’(C), that T,, tl (A - B) is infinite.
For if x E A - B causes v E 9’(C) say at stage s, then x is enumerated in T,, at stage
s unless x is in the critical part of some T,, fi < n. Since only finitely many
x E A - B can be in the critical part of any T,, ?I < n, T,, n (A -B) is infinite. Thus
the critical part of T, contains an element x, E A -B by the finite splitting
property. Such an element x, must be in T, because there was a stage s such that
x, was on track C in state v at stage s. Then by Rule R,, at stage s + 1, x, is
placed on track D in state v. Now the elements x, for h(n) = (v, k, l), k E iV, form
an infinite set for each x, may be in the critical part of only finitely many T,-+Thus
infinitely many elements of A -B cause v E Y(D).
Lemma 5.4. Fix v. Assume there is a kOE N such that for every e’<\v(,
lim, 2e’7k4s) = 0s. Assume also that infinitely many elements of A-B
cause VE
Y’(D) but only finitely many elements of A - B cause u’ E Y’(D) for any v’ such that
v’ 7> v. Then v E d(i) for almost every 2 E A - 8.
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Proof. We will first show that lim, 3”(s) < a. To do this, suppose that v’< v which
satisfies
(Vv”< v’)[G(., or”)h as a constant value since stage 1~11.

(5.1)

We will show that (5.1) implies that box B,, gets a stable element (i.e., an element
x which is in box B,. for cofinitely many stages). For suppose that v’ is of minimal
length such that the hypothesis of (5.1) holds but box B,, does not get a stable
element. Then for infinitely many s, B,, subscribes to the set S,., in step 2 of Rule
R,. Since infinitely many elements of A - B cause YE Y(D), each set S,, contains
infinitely many elements of A -B so that the critical part of each S,, contains an
element of A - B. Since every element belongs to only finitely many of these sets,
we have that S: = (A -B) n{x :x is in the critical part of some S,, to which B,,
has subscribed} is infinite.
Now by the minimality of v’, each box B,,., v”-c v’ gets a stable element.
Therefore, each of these subscribes to only finitely many sets and only finitely
many elements of A - B are placed in box B,.. Thus, almost every element of S is
placed in box B,’ in state u. By assumption, all these numbers leave box B,’ at
some later stage. Since lim, G(s, v’) exists, almost all of these elements must leave
box B,’ because they are placed above hole H and enumerated in some new set
U,, es Iv’1 according to case 3(d) of the construction. Thus, each of these
elements must later come on track C in some stage V,> 1z Fix some 5 such that
G,> v and infinitely many elements of S come on track C in state fi. Then,
according to Lemma 5.3, infinitely may elements of A -B come on track D in
state 6. This contradicts the hypothesis of the lemma so no such v’ exists. Now it is
easy to see from the definition that lim, 3’(s) <M.
Now since infinitely many elements of A -B cause v EY(D), we have that
lim, D’,ko(s) <m for each V< v. Thus almost every element f of d -B satisfies
jl+G
Further,

and

3”(t,)<l

and

(VG< ~)[D”*“$t~)<i].

(5.2)

almost every z?E A - 6 satisfies
(Ve’ < jvl)[2”k,( t;) 3 a]

(5.3)

because of the Marker Lemma. Using Lemma 5.2, (5.3) implies that
(Ve’ < Ivl)[(Vk 2 k,)[2”~k(t,) s=Z]].
Therefore,

for almost every P E A - 8 we have
k,:=max{k:(3e’<(V()[2”,k(&))<%]}<k0

and so that
(Vfi< v)[Dg,k=(ti)<i].

(5.4)

Together, (5.2) and (5.4) directly imply that vtzJCC(IZ)so that UE&(~) for almost
every _?Ea--6.
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5.5. (i) For every state V, only finitely many

Lemma

elements

I, E 9(_@ - 9 for some 2.
(ii) For every state v only finitely many elements of A -B

of A--g

cause

cause v E 9’(X) - 9 for

some X.
Proof.

We prove

(i) and (ii) simultaneously

by induction

Iv,). Assume

then that (i)

and (ii) hold for all v with (VI< e. Note that this implies directly that there is a
k, E N such that lim, 2”‘3ko(~)= cx,for all e’ < e.
Assume for a contradiction
that (i) does not hold for some state v1 of length e.
Fix infinitely many fj E A - fi and stages tj, j E N, such that for every j there is an
2 such that
P,

causes

v, E Y&k)

- 8.

(5.5)

Let
yj: = {v: (3s G tj)[j$ E A?& and v(s, e, fj) = v]}.
Let 3 be the concatenation

of the sets yj (as finite sequences).

Claim 1. If v occurs infinitely often in y and if infinitely many elements of A - B
cause v’ E 9(C) for some v’ > v, then infinitely
many elements
of A-B
cause
v”EY(D)
for some V” a7 v.
~')a v be such that infinitely
many
Proof. Let v : = (e, a, T) and let v’ := (e,CT',
elements of A - B cause v’ E 9(C).
Suppose that fj causes an occurrence
of v in y at stage vi. Then we claim that
there is a stage s,. such that Fj was on track C at stage si was on track C at stage sj
in a state v,< v. For if fj was above hole H at stage vj then ii later appears on
track C in the very same state v. On the other hand, if yj was on some other track

at stage
v ~(e,

vi then

yj was on track

C at some

stage

sj G vj in stage

v0 G7 v. Since

o, r), we have that
lim ZGzk(s)<m

Now (5.5) guarantees
lim Y”~“(s)<~

for every fi=$ (e, a’, T), k EN.

(5.6)

for every k EN.

(5.7)

that

Now fix k and let nk = (v, k, 0). For every fi < nk, the critical part of Tfi contains
only finitely many elements of A - B. Thus by (5.6) and (5.7) and the definition of
T,,, almost every x E A - B such that x causes v’ E Y(C) for some v’ 2 v is an
element of T_. Thus the critical part of T,,, contains an element xk of A -B. As k
ranges over N, there are infinitely many such xk’s, since every x can be in the
critical part of only finitely many 7’“‘s. Now according
to Rule R,, each xk is
placed on track D in some state v”~ > v at the stage following the stage it was put
in T,. This proves Claim 1.
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Claim 2. If v occurs infinitely often in y and there is a v’ 2 v such that infinitely
many elements of A - B cause v’ E P’(C) then v E P(a) for almost all ??E a -6.
Proof. By Claim
cause V”E Y(D).
property.

Then

1 there

is a v”,>

Choose

v’ with this property

v’~&(32)

v such that infinitely

elements

of A -B

but so that no v” 7~ v’ has the same

and so VE P’(a) for almost

Claim 3. If v occurs infinitely often
cause v’ E y( C) for some v’ 2 v.

many

every

in 9, then infinitely

f.

may elements

of A -B

Proof. By contradiction
fix vz : = (e, c2, To) such that the claim fails for v2 and m2
is minimal and 72 is minimal for (TV. Of course m2 # @ since A -B is infinite and
each element of A-B
passes over track C at some stage.
Fix an infinite set JG N, a state v3 = (e, Us, TJ and stages

si S 21~(j E J) so that

for every jEJ.
v(sj

-

1,

e,

ij)

= (e,

(+3,

73)

# k

uz2,

72)

=

v(sj,

6

A>.

By the minimality
of v~, the claim holds for vj. Thus g35 Us since otherwise
claim would hold for v2. Thus there is an infinite set J’E J such that either
for every j E J’, Rule I?, is applied to Gj at stage sj, or
for every j E J’, Rule l?, is applied to fj at stage sj.
Case 1. For every j E J’, Rule I& is applied to fj at sj
By (ii) of the induction
hypothesis and the definition of the markers
is a k, such that if Ifi\ < e, lim, ?‘,kl(s) = ~0. Then
Lemma, for almost every f E A -I? we have

by Lemma

Y’xk, there

5.2 and the Marker

(V)~I<e)(Vk~k,)[~~,k(t;)~~].
Then

(5.8) implies

that only finitely

the

(5.8)
may elements

of A - 6 can be in the critical

part of any set T, such that h(n) = (5, k, 0), Iv’1<e and k E IV. This in turn implies
that for almost every j E J’ there is a nj E N with h(ni) = (vi, kj, 0), Ivj[2 e and k E N
and yj is in the critical part of Tn,. By the definition of T,, we have that for each of
these j
_&,I( tq,) < fj.
The critical part of each
j E J’ such that

Tn, is finite so that for each ~1, there

By the Marker

we then must have

Lemma,

lip .?Sn( s) < cc, for every n E N.

are infinitely

many

(5.9)

But (5.9) and the definition
of the markers
.?‘z,” imply that infinitely
many
elements of A -B cause v’ E y(C) for some v’ 2 v2. This contradicts
our choice of
v2.
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Case 2. For every j E J’, Rule I& is applied to fi at sj
Since the claim holds for uj and I+ occurs in 9 infinitely often, Claim 2 implies
that vg E P(a) for almost every i E A - I% This implies that
d(sj - 1, fj) 2 e

for almost every j E J’.

(5.10)

Case 2a. J”: = {j E J’: d(si - 1, ij) > e} is infinite.
Our assumption (5.5) on v1 implies that
lim 2e,k(~)<m

for every k E N.

(5.11)

Fix k,, jOE N. Then by (5.11) there is a j E J” such that j 2 j0 and 2”,ko(t,,)< Si.
Since d(s, - 1, fj) > e, there is some v > V* with v E A(fj) and D”z’“~(t~,)< fi by
Rule I?,. Since j0 is arbitrary,
lim D “z,ko(s)<co.

(5.12)

Since k, was also arbitrary, (5.12) implies that infinitely many elements of A -B
cause v,~9’(D). But each of these elements causes some v’EY(C) for some
V’oa Y* (namely at the stage immediately before they caused v2 E Y’(D).)
Case 2b. For almost every j E J’, d(sj - 1, fi) = e.
Since the claim holds for v3, there is according to Claim 1 a state vc,7> vg such
that infinitely many elements of A -B cause v0 in Y(D). By Lemma 5.4 we can
choose v0 so that QE AC(i) for almost every i E A -8. Fix k,, jOc N. By the
hypothesis on vO, lim, D”~~~“~(s)
<cc. Thus there is a j>jO such that j E J’,
d(s,-1, $j)=e, v~E@$~) and D “o,k$4,) < fj. Since fj was put into state v2 at stage
sj by Rule l&, we have for k “,,, k+ as in rule I?, k,< kV04 k,. Further, we have
that D”I,~-z(t9,)<j$ Since j,, is arbitrary, the Marker Lemma implies that
lim, D”z,~~(s)<cc and since k, was arbitrary, there are infinitely many elements of
A-B
which cause v2 ELI’(D). This again contradicts the hypothesis on v2 for
there is now some ~‘2 v2 such that infinitely many elements of A -B cause
V’EY(C).
Now to prove the lemma we note that v1 occurs infinitely often in 97 Thus
Claims 2 and 3 together imply that v1 E P(x) for almost every i E A - 8. This
contradicts our choice of v1 (specifically (5.5)).
(ii) is proved similarly.
Lemma

5.6. If infinitely many elements of A - 8 remain finally in pocket 6 in final
state Y, then infinitely many elements of A -B remain finally in pocket P in final
state v.

Proof. Assume

s:={aEA-61

P remain finally in 6 in final state v’}

is infinite. Consider for .? E S the stage sf + 1 where f enters pocket 6 for the last

The intervals of the lattice of recursively enumerable sets determined by major subsets

of Rule I?, we have Y(S:+ 1, d(s,,
v(s?, !Z,2) = v(z)?, i, 2) where 21;<
at the end of stage Q. We can then apply
that for every e E N there are only finitely
from Lemma 5.1 that lim, q(s, v”) exists
that

time. Because

d(s,, a) > 0. Further

on track fi
This implies
It follows
e, E N such
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.C), 2) c&(i)
in case that
sp is maximal such that 2 is
Lemma 5.5(i) with 2: = fi.
many x E S with d(s;, 2) < e.
for every v”s Y’. Fix some

(Vv”< v’)(3s 2 e,)[q”(s, Y”)= G(e,, v”)].
We consider some state vO> v’ such that ]vOl2 e, and S,: = {,?E S 1i has final state
vO} is infinite. By the preceding we have d(s;, a)> e, for almost all R E S,.
Therefore
vO< lim v(t, d(s;, .f), i) = v(s, + 1, d(s;, a), 2) E &(a)
t

for almost all f E S,. This implies that for almost all x E S, there is some v > vO
with v~.M(32) and thus 3”(t,)<P.
Since (Vv> v,)(Vs E N)[~“~(s)~~“(s)], this implies that 3”$t,)<P for almost all
f E S,. Therefore lim, 3”<)(s)<x and box B,, has a stable element by the definition
of marker 35(s). Further every element has state I/’ at the stage where it enters
B,. and it doesn’t change its state as long as it remains there.
If v is as in the assumption of the lemma there are states v’> ;o of arbitrary
length such that {n E a - 6 ( f remains finally in pocket 6 in final state v’} is
infinite. Thus the claim follows from the preceding.
Lemma

5.7.

If

u, then infinitely

infinitely may elements
may elements

remain finally in pocket

remain finally

in pocket

Q (6)

P (p) in final state
in final state v.

Proof.

Assume that S in an infinite set such that every element of S remains
finally in P in final state v. For every x E S there is a state v, such that v, Q v or
v( v, and x remains finally in box B,. Because of Step 1 in Rule R, lim, 4(s, v,)
exists for every x E S. Further only finitely many elements remain finally in a
single box. Therefore {v, 1x E S} is infinite. Finally for every x E S the element in
lim, G(s, v,) in i> has final state v,.
Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7 (and their duals) together guarantee that
{x E A -B:

x has final state u}

is infinite

iff
(2 E A - 6: _iY
has final state v} is infinite.
As we argued (in Section 4) this guarantees that the desired isomorphism exists.
6. Corollaries,

remarks,

Corollary 6.1. Suppose
a*(R)=:*(&.

open questions
that R, I? are r-maximal

sets with maximal

supersets.

Then
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Corollary 6.1 does not classify the automorphism type of such sets R however.
For given a maximal set M, there are r.e. sets R and l? such that R cs,,, M and
I? c,,, M but not I? cs M. R and fi cannot be automorphic. The classification of
automorphism types of r-maximal sets remains an important open question.
Recall that Jt* = d*(A - B) where B cm A. Using the theorem and existence
theorems for major subsets it is now easy to see that JI* is a dense countable
distributive lattice with each subinterval of Jt* again isomorphic to A*. The
countable atomless Boolean algebra is such a lattice but _4t* is not a Boolean
algebra.
The El-theory of A* is decidable; an important open question is the decidability of the whole theory of A*. Of course undecidability would yield undecidability
of the theory of g*.
Another obvious and related open question is to characterize the structure of
A*. Since A* arises as the isomorphism type of &?*(A) for some r.e. sets A, this is
an example of such an isomorphism type which is not a Boolean algebra. Greater
understanding of these is needed to completely characterize Aut(8).
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